TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

N. 1/4 20", Sec. 17, T. 19 N., R. 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
GLO TINROW PAGE 9 (1857)
Book S 3 Page 110 (1896)
MAP A-193 by C.H. Schrader in 1909
MAP C-4 by R.E. Jackson in 1912
MAP C-152 by E.A. Shuley in 1926
MAP B-460 is Crown, Setler book by R.S. 287, John Louis Grant
Book 5 Page 70 S.A. GALE ARTHUR

CONDITION
GONE 5" Alder, N. 58° W. 27" feet
GONE 5" Alder, S. 29° E. 52" feet
GONE Spruce, N. 16° E. 54" feet
GONE 35 spruce, S. 52° E. 45" feet
GOOD Set 2" Iron Pipe

COMMENTS: BK 5 Pg. 80 Fu. CEDAR POST

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap in 10" Tile Filled with Conc. feet

NEW ACCESSORY:
* 10" ALDER S. 76° E. 48" feet $4.50/100 BT CS
* 8" ALDER S. 82° W. 50" feet $4.50/100 BT CS

COMMENTS: Corner is located ± 800 (as the
cattle travel) from LOUIS TERRILLIGER House.
Corner is east of US #101 on steep hillside facing Tillamook Bay.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur
2° E
DATE: Sept 1973
PHOTO: G. H. COY

NOTE: County corner tag affixed

GEO. COY T:A. C.S. TITLE
TILLAMOOK COUNTY

N.W. 1/4 Sec. 17 & 20

COU: T R W., WM.

S. E. DLC:

HISTORICAL:

D.L. "Louie" Terwilleger, who has lived on the property most of his life (his grandfather was L.C. Smith) told me that he put the pipe in for this cor. to preserve the location of the post that was there. His grandfather pointed out to him a scribed bearing tree which was by then dead from a fire which had gone through the area.

CONDITION

County crew checked the distance along the section line to the west side of the railroad tracks, getting 720.9.

FOUND: which is 64.5 feet short of GLO notes call.

b ar in mind that a terrible storm many years ago, *(see photo in Museum) washed out the railroad tracks at Berview nd the railroad was relocated inland from original place thus indicating that the shore line was further west than now to account for this 64.5 feet.

J.L. Carlich County Surveyor Dec. 1979

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET

"x "x "x Post N.W. feet

" Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE:

COUNTY corner tag affixed.

SHOW CO. WM.
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